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SINGULARITIES PRODUCED IN CONORMAL
WAVE INTERACTIONS

LINDA M. HOLT

Abstract. Three problems on the interactions of conormal waves are consid-

ered. Two are examples which demonstrate that nonlinear spreading of singu-

larities can occur when the waves are conormal. In one case, two of the waves

are tangential, and the other wave is transversal to the first two. The third re-

sult is a noninteraction theorem. It is shown that under certain conditions, no

nonlinear spreading of the singularities will occur.

1. Introduction

In the first problem, we consider the initial value problem in two space di-

mensions,

□m = £m3,    u\t=o = v\,=0,    ut\t-o = vt\tm0.

(Here □ = d} - dl - dj .) v € HS(R3) satisfies \3v = 0 and is given by v =
Vi +W2+W3, where each t/j has a restricted type of singularity at t = 0: namely,

«i|f=o and v2\t=o are both conormal with respect to {y = 0, x = y = 0}, with

wave front set over the origin a single ray (in opposite directions), and v$\t=o is
conormal with respect to {x = 0}, with its wave front set over the origin being
a single ray. (A distribution w is conormal with respect to such smoothly em-

bedded submanifolds Si, S2,... ,Sk if iVi ■ • • NjW € //^(R3) for all smooth
vector fields N\, ..., Nj, each of which is tangent to all of Si, S2, ■ ■ ■ , S^ .)
The aim is to show that if the initial data has this type of conormal regularity,
then a spreading of singularities can occur, even if Vi = 0. These new singular-
ities have strength roughly His. If instead of having two functions conormal

to {y = 0, x = y = 0}, and one conormal to {x = 0} , the situation is reversed
(i.e. one and two, respectively), there is no spreading of singularities. Together,
these results clarify the roles of such conormal singularities in nonlinear inter-

action.
It has been shown previously that if u satisfies

(dxdy + dxdz + dydz)u = 0u\    u = x]l+ykJr + z%

for x + y + z < -2, k an integer (so we have singularities on three transversal
planes) then new singularities arise on the surface of the light cone over the

origin with strength roughly H3k . In the second problem, we examine a similar

situation, except that two of the characteristic hypersurfaces are tangential and
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the other is transversal to the other two. This is the situation which would arise

if, at a later time, another plane wave intersected the line of tangency of the

light cone and one of the original plane waves in the above problem. We show,

for a solution to the following semilinear system:

/«i\       /      0      \

□      «2 I 0U      «3 0

\M4/ \f}UiU2UT,J

(UX\ (Vi\

"2 V2\
I   "3   I "  I  Vy   I
\ "4 ' {t<0}       ^ ° ' {?<0}

(here D is defined by D = dydz - d* + ydy - (m - l)dy) that w4 has new
singularities on the surface of the light cone, with smoothness approximately
H5m microlocally away from the original singularities, where v, € Hm .

The research in this paper was conducted for my doctoral dissertation at
Rutgers University. I would like to thank my advisor, Professor Michael Beals,

for his generous help and encouragement.

2. Preliminaries

Our aim is to show that, for solutions to D« = /?w3, where □ is the usual

wave operator in two space dimensions (□ = d} - dx - dy), a spreading of sin-

gularities compared to the linear case can occur for initial data of the conormal

type described above. We first recall some definitions and preliminary results;

see for example Chazarain-Piriou [7], Nirenberg [11], and Beals [4].

Theorem 2.1 (Linear Energy Estimate). Let p{x, D) be a partial differential
operator of order m on Rn+1, with coefficients of at most linear growth, strictly

hyperbolic with respect to the planes {xn+i = c}, and let u satisfy p(x, D)u
= f(x). Assume that {x„+i = c} are uniformly noncharacteristic. If f e

H?-m+l(Rn+1)  and u e H^ix : \xn+i\  < e) for some e > 0, then  u e

^Soc(R"+1)-

Recall, we say u e HsmI{xQ, £0) if there exists <p e Cq°(R") , <p(xo) ̂  0, and

a conic neighborhood T c R" of £0 such that (£)sxr(0(&u)(Z) <= L2(R").
Under appropriate regularity conditions, the microlocal singularities of u

will propagate along the null bicharacteristics.

Theorem 2.2 (Hormander). Let p{x, D) be a strictly hyperbolic partial differ-

ential operator of order m on R"+1, let pm(xo, £0) = 0. <™d let Y be the null

bicharacteristic through (*0, 6>) far pm - // p(x, D)u = f(x), f € Hs-m+l{T),

and u € Hsm!(x0, £0), then u e Hsml{T).

For nonlinear problems, Schauder's Lemma describes the action of smooth

functions / on the Sobolev spaces: If a 6 //^(R"), 5 > rc/2, then f{u) e
//^.(R"). A microlocal analogue is the following:

Lemma 2.3 (Rauch). Let ui, u2 € Hs(Rn) for s > n/2, and suppose that

U^WF(Ui) c Ki for i = 1,2.   If K3 c (*, U K2)c, then for any d > 0,
UiU2eH*-n/2-s(R"xK3).
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Figure 1. Illustration for Hs•'•*(&")

In this work, we consider singularities of a restricted type, called conormal.

Definition 2.4. Let Si,... , Sk be a family of smoothly embedded submani-
folds of R" , with pairwise intersections which are also smoothly embedded. A
distribution u € Hs(Rn) is said to be conormal with respect to Si, S2, ... , S^

if NiN2---NjU e HS(R") for all N\, ... , Nj vector fields which are simulta-
neously tangent to all of Si,... , Sk ■

In the case of smooth hypersurfaces with transverse intersections, this defi-

nition is standard. For more complicated intersections (and nonsmooth man-

ifolds) different notions of conormal are also useful; see for example Melrose-

Ritter [10] and Sa Barreto [16].
In order to measure strength of singularities in certain directions, we use the

microlocal algebra defined by M. Beals in [1]. Note that we assume that all
distributions considered have been multiplied by smooth cutoff functions so as

to be compactly supported, and that all results are considered to be local. (See

Figure 1.)

Definition 2.5. Let Q c 5"_1 be a closed subset (possibly empty), and for

co € Q, let K% be the rays through ±(1, co) in R"+1\0. Set B+03-+w =

Kf,B-°>'-°> = K^,
B+<o,-w = Bco = {tangent piane to charD at ± (1, co)}.

For cm ? co2, coi, co2 € Q, set B±0» ■ ±Q>i = closure^1 + K%2).

Definition 2.6. For Q c S"~l closed and s < r < g, H^r's consists of those

distributions u satisfying

(1) If K± is a small conic neighborhood of ±(1, co), co € Q, then

X±K(r,mr,^))s{rTW-sueL2.

(2) If B is a small conic neighborhood of

(T0,£0)e    (J    *±a,,'±a*\U*±'

then
Xb(t, £)((T, Z))rU£L2.

(3) If G is a small conic neighborhood of

(t0,£o)€R"+1\    (J    B±(°»±a*,
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then

XG(r,mr,0)8ueL2.

The above definition gives microlocal regularity for u in terms of three

sets: In the worst directions, u € Hs on {jw€a Kg; in the better directions,

u e Hr on \Ja>l,co2<=ciB±C0,'±Q)2 > in tne g°od directions, u e H8 away from

IL,,c^en5±<Ul,±£U2 • The factor (T =F \£\Y~S controls the transition from the

worst set to the better set. The algebraic properties of this space are described
in the following theorem of Beals:

Theorem 2.7. Let n/2 < Si < s2, st + 1/2 < r, < gt. If ut e H%,r',8i, then

uxu2 e H%,p'y where p = min^ , r2 + Si - s2, Si + s2 - n/2 - e) and y =
min(gi, g2, si + r2 - n/2 - e, s2 + ri - n/2 - e). In particular, Hs'r>8 is an

algebra for n/2 < s, s+ 1/2 < r < g, r < 2s-n/2, g <s + r-n/2.

The following result concerns the interaction of the forward fundamental
solution E for D and the spaces Hs'r'8(DEw = w, Ew = d/dtEw = 0 for

t = 0). In general, E improves overall Sobolev regularity by one. However,

if we examine the result microlocally, we find that in the elliptic directions the

regularity is improved by two, and the transition between the characteristic and
elliptic directions is respected as in (1) of Definition 2.6.

Lemma 2.8. Let w e H^'r'8, s < r, and let E be the forward fundamental

solution for □. Then Ew e HgUr+2'8+l.

These algebra and propagation results are shown in [1] to lead to solutions

of Dm = f(u), / smooth, u and {d/dt)u at time zero singular only at the
origin, such that u is singular on the solid light cone over the origin. (In the
linear case, the singularities would only be present on the surface of the light
cone.)

3. Definitions

The following problem will be considered:

Du = fiu3,    u|,=0 = v|,=o,     u,\t=0 = vt\t=o.

Here v is a solution to the linear wave equation Uv = 0, and at t — 0, v is a

sum of functions, v = u+ + it- + v+ , the first two being conormal with respect

to {y = 0, x — y — 0} and having wave front set over the origin a single
ray (in opposite directions), and the other conormal with respect to {x = 0}
with its wave front set over the origin being a single ray. The aim is to show
that if the initial data has this type of conormal regularity, then spreading of
singularities can occur. (In the linear case, the subsequent wave front would
contain three null bicharacteristics with (t, x, y)-projections onto two lines
through the origin.)

Define u+,U~ , and v+ by their partial Fourier Transforms, as follows. Note
that d<t,, where here £ = (£i, £2) represents the dual variables, is normalized

to (27r)-'1 times the usual Lebesgue measure.

(6)I+1+e
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where

where

- („ = y(fc)y(6)

Here e > 0 is fixed, y is a C°° function, supported in {x > 1/2} and 1 for

x > 1. $9 and p are Cq° functions, supported in a neighborhood of 0, and

/(£) is supported in {& > 1} . Then

-1 <^—< 1
C2

on supp f{£) , while £(£) is supported in {c^ > l},and l&l < 1 on supp^(^).

Notation. The following notation will be used: a zz b means a < Cib and

b < c2a for some constants Ci > 0, C2 > 0. a < b means a < c^b for some
constant C3 > 0. The symbol > is defined similarly.

Note that / is conormal in the strong sense to the pair of submanifolds con-

sisting of the line {y = 0} and the point {(0, 0)}, i.e., it is infinitely differen-

tiable with respect to ydy, xdx, ydx . These are the vector fields simultaneously

tangent to {y = 0} and the point {x = 0, y — 0} . This fact is easily verified

by checking the action of £<%, rjdn , and £<9,, on /.

Also note that g is clearly conormal with respect to the line x - 0. It follows

immediately that the wave front set {(t, x, y; x, £,, rj)} of v passing over the

origin (0, 0, 0) is {(r, 0, -r; x, 0, t) :r>0}U{(r,0, -r; -t,0, -t) : x >
0}U{(r,-r,0;x,x,0):x>0}.

Theorem 3.1. Let s > 3/2, /? = a2 € C03O(R) with support sufficiently near to

0, y? > 0, j?(0) > 0, and let u e Hs(Rn) be the solution of Du = 0u3, u\l=0 =
v\t=o, Ut\t=o = vt\t=o with v as above. Then u has new singularities on
the surface of the light cone which are not present in v. In particular, we

have u e H^fl/2~B' (r, r, 0; x, -x, 0), r > 0, e" -» 0 as e -> 0, but u i

Hmi (r, r,0;x, -x,0) for any S > 0. (In the linear case, Hormander's

Theorem would yield u e H^(r, r, 0; x, -x, 0).)

The proof of this theorem is contained in §§4-10.

In Beals [1], in the general (not conormal) case, it was shown that for Hs

solutions to the semilinear wave equation, there is a choice of initial data such

that a nonlinear singularity is produced of order H3s+£. In a related problem,

Bony [5] and Melrose-Ritter [10], showed that for solutions conormal in the
past of strength Hs with respect to three characteristic surfaces, the solution is
conormal in the future with respect to the original surfaces and the light cone

over the point of triple intersection. The solution has microlocal regularity of
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at least H2s~"l2+l on the light cone, where n is the number of dimensions. An

analogous result is proved for the Cauchy problem in [6].

4. Lower bounds for double interaction

We will be analyzing in detail two terms of v3, with v as in Theorem 3.1:

it+u-V+ and u\u- . In particular, we will be finding both lower and upper

bounds for these terms. We will begin by finding lower bounds for u+v+, in

order to analyze the u+u-V+ term.

a(i)U+v+(x, & , &) = f e~iza(t) J fi+(f - n)v~(n) dr\dt

= Ja(T-\{-r,\-\r,\)te-ti)g(r,)dr,.

(We can assume without loss of generality that a(x) > 0.)   By the rapid

decrease of a, we can assume that \x -\£ - rj\- \rj\ | < |^|^ for small S > 0.
In the integrand, a is supported where

This is a thickened ellipse in the (rji, rj2) plane, with foci at 0 and S,, for fixed

x. See Figure 2.
For large x, and |£| < (1 - e)x, (\£\, x > 0), the thickness of the ellipse is

With / and g defined as in §3, we have

1

for-(l/2)(& - m) < (6 - m)l+c < (l/2)(6 - t]2), 6 - r,2 > 1, and

s^~    \^~\^ support of a (t -1£ - r|l - Inl)

-—-kS^t^f'i'■■"'
\ -      VrW \ A,    .\ ^^7^.   \ support of g (T|)

\ / "Tl^T support of fa"™)
\. f y/ ^^ support of the integrand

Figure 2. Regions of lower bounds
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nT|2

\£,-r\\ + \r\\ = x

/Ywnw-i^-ti1ii+£=^2-ti2

""-1—HTT^-\-^i I       b/a c\

Figure 3. Intersection of ellipse with ?/i axis

for t]X > c > 1, -1 < r\2 < 1. Assume for simplicity that a(x-\^ — r\\ -\r\\) > 1

for |T-|£-»/|-|'/ll<l-
The integral has bounds from below when the thickened ellipse, as well as

the two regions above, intersect. In particular, it is bounded from below on the
line segment connecting (£1, £2) = (t, 0) to (0, t) , for fixed large x, and so

we restrict our attention to this set.

Claim. We get a triple intersection of the above regions for sufficiently large r,

for f in a thin triangular wedge, with vertices:

(t, 0),     ((1/2)t1/('+£) , r),     (-(1/2)t'/(1+£> , T) .

In order that we get a triple intersection, it is sufficient to have that the

positive t]i, where the ellipse |<j; — t}\ + \n\ = x meets the 771 axis, lies between

the two points where \£i - tn\i+e = & — f2 meets the f/i axis.
In other words (see Figure 3), it is sufficient to have b < a < c.

The ellipse intersects the positive nx axis at

T2 _ 12 _ z2

The curve |£i - >7i|1+£ = €2 - 12 intersects the r\i axis at b = & -<j;2I/(1+£', and

atc = £1+<^1+£>.

If t; lies in the wedge defined above and ^2 = sx, 0 < s < 1, then

x-s(x + (1/2)t'/(1+£>) < £1 < x - s{x - (1/2)t1/(1+£)) .

Claim,  b < a for sufficiently large x.
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Proof. We write

T2      x2      s2

a~b-    2T-25,    -^'-^        )

= ^/(1+£)-2(^T + ^/2-^/2

~{   ' 25(t-(1/2)t'/(i+£))

+ t/2-{t/2-(5/2)(t-(1/2)t1/<1+£>)}

_ -i/(i+£)Ti/(i+£) _ (o/2Wi/(i+'0 f * -(1/4)t-£/<1+£)\
l/j       U-(i/2)t-«/o+«);-

Since 51/(I+£) > 5 and the quotient involving t~£/('+£) is near l for large x, it

follows that a - b > 0 for large x.

Similarly, a < c for sufficiently large x.

Lower bound for au+v+.

auvMr, £1, &) = ja(x-\Z-ri\- |>/|)/(£ - n)g(n)dr}.

For £ within the wedge described in the claim above,

&(x-\i-ri\-\r,\)>l,

M-r,)=l/(Z2-n2)s+l+c>l/(Z)s+l+c

since |& - »fel £ Ifl, and

f('7) = l/<'?i)s+1/2+e>l/<^+I+e

since rj} < \(\. {m < x < >/5|£|) • Set R = {rj : -1 < x - \£ - n\ - \n\ <
1, |£i - Vi\i+e < €2, \V2\ < 1> 1i > 0} so that .R has measure comparable to 1.
Since the integrand is everywhere nonnegative, we have

_— 11/" 1
aU+V+(X, Q) ̂  ^y+i+e ig\s+i/2+e J       *1 ~ /£\2.?+3/2+2£ "

5. Upper bounds for double interaction

Upper bound for au+v+ . We are interested in estimates near the line segment

in (£1, £2) connecting (t, 0) to (0, t) , but away from the endpoints (thus

|£| w I^jI « \£2\ here). Note that the integral below is rapidly decreasing in

cones away from this line segment. From above,

ai£v+{x, <*,, &) = J «(t - |£ - n\ ~ \l\)f(€ - V)g(v) dr\.

We have a < c for some constant c. Moreover, on the support of the integrand,

J\Q — r]) — ,£  _     \s+i+e ~ /^w+i+c >

since g is supported where \n2\ < 1. Similarly, \rj\ ss \n{\ on suppg, and

(tli) <{Z\-m) + (£i> < (6 - m) + (6) < (&) on supp/.
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Figure 4. Support for a(o+\n\), f{-n), au+v+(x-a, £,- r\)

Thus,
1        ^        1

- /n\s+l/2+e ~ /g\s+\/2+c •

By the rapid decrease of a, we can assume that |t - |£ - n\ - \n\ \ < \£\s . From

§4, this ellipse in (rji, n2) has thickness \£]s , and for the values of (£1, £2)

under consideration, it intersects suppg in a set S of size \£\s . See Figure 2.
Therefore for these values of (£1, £2),

*"7 l f ■  <__(0!_ l
aM+V+ ~  /<j-\2s+3/2+2£ y        ^ ~  /£\2s+3/2+2£        /£)2s+3/2+2£-<$ '

6. Lower bounds for triple interaction

From §4,

a2u+U-V+(x, ft , &) s / a«7v+(T - <x, f - ?/)a(<7 + M)/(-J?) rf?7 •

By the rapid decrease of a, we can concentrate our attention on those (a, n)

with \a + \n\ \ < 1. Assume a(a + \n\) has bounds from below where -1 <

0 + \n\ < 1, a thickened cone.  We know that f(-rj) has support for n2 <

0,-\tl2\<l{+e<\t}2\.        _

We can assume that au+v+(x - a ,£ - n) has support in a wedge within a
cone which opens downward, with vertex (x,£). See Figure 4. This is the same

wedge that was found in §4, transposed.

We need to find bounds from below on a2u+ii-v+ for (t, £1, £2) = (t, -t, 0),

t > 0 (as in Figure 5). Again, it is assumed that (£1, £2), as well as (£1 -t]1, £2-
r\2), lie in a conic set away from the directions (1,0) and (0, 1).

a2u+u-v+{x, £1 >il) = J au^v+(x - ff, £ - n)a(cr + \n\)f{-n)dn

In the support of the integrand, \{a, rj)\ must be large compared to |(t , <^)| so

that the circles (<7+|>?| = 0, \x-a\ = \£—n\, for fixed a < 0) are close enough to
allow a triple intersection of the regions involved. So (£ - r\) « (r\) w {{a, n)).
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Fixed o<0: AfK_TJ2

/^^fT^D- -CCQ^^v support of a(o +11| I)

support of \ M V^x / \ ly

au^v+(x-a.t-n)"\\n\^^   / \      /(/

c ^^*«S3B£-'-L^—support of 7(-ri)
intersection of supports_-W   —— =—   -^"

y

Figure 5. Region of support for triple intersection

For {£ - n) in the triangular wedge determined by (t - a) as described in

§4, we can assume a(o~ + \n\) > 1 for |cr + |^| | < 1. Moreover, for such (a, tj),

and on a conic neighborhood of (0,-1) in {nx, n2),

f{-n) >il{m)s+x+e*i/{<r,n)s+i+e

for r\ in the region where the integrand has bounds from below.

Claim. We have a triple intersection of the sets described above for \a\ > xl+E,
and for fixed large a,

_|cr|-l/(l+£) < m + T < |CT|l/(l+£) _ |ff|l-e/(l+«) _

Proof. The r}X bounds come from the width of the wedge described above (see
Figure 5). Since we are always looking at the wide end of the wedge, the width

of the wedge in the intersection > (1/2)|ct|1/(1+£) . For \a\ = t1+£ , we have the

situation which is illustrated in Figure 5.

So, by the nonnegativity of the integrand,

2—        ^  r'" /,|<T|1+'/,,+"   f   dmdmda

>       M       >_!_
~ /T\3i+l/2+£'  ~ /f\3s+l/2+e'-S '

where e' —> 0 as e—»0.  (\£\s comes from n2 integration.)

7. Upper bounds for triple interaction

As before,

a2u+u-.v+{x, £i, &) = / au^v+(x -o,$- n)a{a + \r]\)f{-n) drj.
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" support" of \\V\V &^V\\T"—~~~^ support of f(^)

V\\^J 'N/jrOOi.-common support

J ISrlnill'^-tfe
support of /(^-ri)

Figure 6. Bounded regions for double interaction

Here, once again, \a\ > ti+£ in the region of triple intersection. Since n e
supp/(->7) c {t]2 < \t]i\}, we can use this fact, along with some elementary

trigonometry to obtain a constant c, 0 < c < 1, such that \r\\ < c\a\ + x < \a\,
the last inequality holding for sufficiently large x.

auTv+{x -<T,Z-ri)<\/(Z- y^W*2*-* < J/(<, , ^Zs+W+K-S >

in the region of triple intersection. Moreover,

o(ff + |i||)<l   and   /(-»/) <l/<f?2r1+i«l/<<r,#+1+8)

in the region of triple intersection. So

2—. /-T'+£ /I'71   /      dn2dnxdo 1

where  e'  is small and  e' —» 0  as  e -* 0.   So  a2«+w_t;+ € H^/~x~e    for

(T,«1,&)-(T,-T,0).
Note that these bounds from above will hold for other directions, as long as

we stay away from the original singular directions of v , as well as the singular

directions of v2, resulting from the convolution of v with itself. (See Figure

6.)

9. Bounds on double interaction for the primary term

The other main term to be analyzed is the m2 m_ term. The u+u2. term will

have similar bounds, and will not be considered separately. First, bounds on

au\:

Z5*. = J &(r - ic - n\ - lvl)/(€ - *)/(*) dn.

Bounds from below on u\ . As before, assume d > 1 for |t-|^-i/|-|i/| | < 1.
We will find bounds from below in a slightly filled-in region of a small cone C

about the (t, £1, £2) = (1, 0, 1) direction. The filled-in section of the cone
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T

/^ 7^(x,0,x)

Figure 7. Region of lower bound for u\

includes line segments connecting the points on the surface of the light cone

where f{£) is supported. See Figure 7. This is in contrast to the fact that for
it+ we could obtain bounds from below within only a fixed unit distance from

the surface of the light cone. Notice that since the projection on the Fourier
transform variables of the wave front set of it2, is also a cone about the (1,0, 1)

direction, outside of that cone w2. is rapidly decreasing.

In C, where the integrand is bounded from below,

a(T-K-ir|-tol)>i.
Because (£2 - 12) < (£2) w (£} in the support of the integrand,

te-ri)Kl/(Z2-l2)s+l+e>l/{ZY+i+e-

Also, (rj) < (f), since (£} « x w |£ + n\ + \n\, and so

/(^)«l/(^+1+£>l/(^+1+£.

So

a"l Z J/ {02s+2+2e d1 Z (flj^+fr IA     0n C"

(The height of the support is > |<*|, while the width is > 1). Thus

aUl Z {£}2s+l+2e     °nC-

Bounds from above on u\ .

c2l = J'a(x-\Z-r,\-\r,\)M-r,)f(V)dV.

Now, we will find bounds from above in the cone C, where it2 is not rapidly

decreasing. Here, we consider bounds from above in terms of (t- |£|), because
if we consider bounds only in terms of (£) or ((t , f)), we get only the original
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upper bound c/(£)s+l+e, since C contains l\WF{u2+).  Using (t - \£\), in

effect, excises the "bad" direction. We have a(x - |£ - r\\ - \n\) < 1.

Casel:  (&- m) > (l/2)<£>.

/(^-r/)«l/(6-^r1+£<l/(^+1+£.

By the rapid decrease of d, we can assume that |t-|£-7/|-|?/| | < I5I"5 for 8 > 0

small. Note that x-\£-t}\-\t}\ > -\£\s , and so t > |£-?7| + |?/|-|£l'5 > |£|-|£l* •
Therefore \i\-t< \Z\S.

If \x -\t\\< 2\Z\S , then \£\s/(x - l£l> > 1,and we estimate

-i— < i <-!±]-
^y+l+e ~     ~ (T _ |f|)*+l+«

If |t -|£| | > 2\£\s , then since |f | - t < \£\s from above, we must have x -1£| >

2|^|<5. Thus, since

\v\>?-\Z-ri\-\$\S>i-(\ri\ + \$\)-\Z\s,

we have

2|i/| > T - |C| - |cf > (l/2)(r - |5|) = (l/2)|r - |5| |.

In this case,

_L_<_L_
(qy+l+t ~ <T — |5|>*+1+*

In either case, we have

ftt,)*i/(t,y+i+<<(z)i/(T-\z\y+1+t.

Case 2: {&- «) < (l/2)(fl.
Then (»/) > (5). Interchange the roles of n and 5 - >7 in Case 1. In either

case, we obtain

_ f r /x\S i

aU+ ~ J J   (5)*+l+e(T _ |£|)s+l+e     ̂  ~  (5)i+1+i(T - |5|)i+l+£'<°' ' '*"'      '

(The height of the support is < |£|, while the width is < \£\s , as in §4.) Thus

^2  < _J_
a"+~  (^+£-2l5(T-|5|)i+1+£'

9. Bounds on triple interaction for the primary term

We focus on the direction (t , £i, £2) = (t , —x, 0), and have

a2u\u- = I au2+(x -<T,i- n)a(cr + \rj\)f(-n) dn.

The essential support of au\{x - a, £, - if) is a slightly filled-in section of an
inverted cone as shown in Figure 8.

The essential support of a(o+\n\) is an inverted, thickened cone, as in Figure

9- /(-»/) is supported in an inverted parabola: -|fil1+* > n2 .
The three sets above intersect when the thickness of the slightly filled-in sec-

tion of the cone exceeds x:

(T_ff)l-2e/d+e)>Tj
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(t,£) fixed a < 0 plane

radius = x-a

I / \ t Tl2

f'f **\ -*-4-•-►Tli

Figure 8. Support of au+(x -a ,£ — r\)

A f^2

111       / '' ' *» \      „ -*-7==^-*"n

Figure 9. Support of a(a + \n\) and f(—tj)

i.e.,  -ct > T(1+£)/(1_£) - t > t(1+£)/(1_£).   Thus the o integration is over the

interval from -x(l+£)/(1_£) to -oo.

Bounds from below.

a2u2+u- = I au\{T-o,Z- n)a{o + \n\)f(-n)dr\.

a(a + \n\) > 1 for a + \rj\ < 1. The tji integration is over roughly the width

of the parabola, so n{ « cr1/(1+£). (We can assume that the arc is straight-

ened so that the n2 integration is between two constants.) Consequently, the

nonnegativity of the integral yields

/__(i«)/ti-«)   , _i/<i+«)   ,CT+i   j     j     j ,t r+1 dm dm da I

hm+c)     Ja-x  {o, r,)*+2+*' ~ (x)*+*" ■

(see Figure 10.)
Bounds from above. By the rapid decrease of d, for upper bounds we can

assume that \a + \r\\\ < \£,\s . Also, a < 0, x > 0, and |£ - /y| < a + ex for
some c < 1, using trigonometry and the fact that the support of the integrand
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fixed O<0

n2
A

"*-—-7s7\-—*" ^i
o-2x     I    I a /^iX I  -o1

./ /ky^-m^-_^-support of/(-T|)

(support of A(a+ln I) '   \      ^ support of ^(x-a^-n)

*•- region of support

Figure 10. Support for triple intersection

lies below the lines m ± n2 = 0, and between the lines t]x - £ ± n2 = 0, which

allows us to conclude that ?-o -\£-n\>x f°r sufficiently large x. Therefore
on this set

<^l(r-°,t-r,)<{x_a_li_^)l1+e{i_ri)s+£_2S,

/__(l+e)/(l-«)     ,_„l/(l+«)     .o+\f\S j        j        j/ r+m _dmdmdo

..   1*1'
~  /T\3i+£"-2<5 •

Thus

a2«i«_(T,5)€/^-3/2"'"

in the direction (t, -t, 0), but

a^_(t,5)^^r3/w'+<J

for any 6 > 0. Note that this term is less regular than the a2u+ii-v+ term. So

t;3 = («+ + S_ + U+)3 € JlJ"3/2-£",       t;3 £ H^-3,2-e"+S.
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10. Analysis of the remainder terms

The main terms of the function u given in Theorem 3.1 have already been

analyzed. What follows is a consideration of the remaining terms, demonstrat-

ing that they are indeed remainders, in the sense that they are microlocally more
regular than the worst term already analyzed.

We solve

Uu = pu3,    w|,=o = f|«=o,    ut\t=0 = vt\t=0

where v = it+ + it- + v+ as in §3. Then

u = v + E0u3 = v+ E0v3 + E0{u3 - v3).

First, we write:

Line 1 v3 = u\ + 3u2+u- + 3u+u2_ + it3

Line 2 + 7>u\v+ + 6u+u-v+ + 2>u2_v+

Line 3 + 3u+v2 + 3u_v2 +v+ .

We are concerned with the microlocal regularity in the direction (t, ft , ft) =

(T,-T,0),T>0.
Line 1: In the Fourier Transform variables, the wave front sets of u\ and

ii3_ each fill out a small section of cones about (t, 0, t) and (—x, 0, -t) ,
respectively, and no more. For example, see [1]. In the (t, -t, 0) direction,

these are in Hjfi . u2+ii- and u+u2_ are in H*t   '     , as was already shown.

Line 2: u+U-V+ e j^-i-£ • For, it2.v+ and w2 v+ , since it2, and u2_ have

only one direction in the wave front set ({(t , 0, t) , t > 0} and {(-t , 0, —t) ,

t > 0} , respectively), and v+ has only the direction {(t, t, 0), x > 0}, ii2.v+

and «2 v+ have only the wedges {(ft + &, ft , &) : <fi > 0, & > 0, (ft , ft) ±
(0, 0)} and {(ft +ft, ft , ft) : ft > 0, ft < 0, (ft , ft) ^ (0, 0)}. So these
terms are in H^ in the {(x, -x, 0), x > 0} direction.

Line 3: Since v2 is still conormal, it is microlocally in H°° in the (t , -x, 0)

direction. v\ is still conormal, and v\u± has only one of the wedges described
above in the II* WF set.

We conclude that, in the (t, -t, 0) direction, v3 e H^'3/2~e.

Next we write

E0(u3 - v3) = 3EP(v2EBu3) + lEp{v{Epu3)2) + Ep{Epu3)3.

We will use the spaces in Definition 2.6 with cox = (t, 0, t), co2 = (—t, 0,

-t) , and g>3 — (x, x, 0), x > 0.
By Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.8, since u e Hs-S>s, v € H*-00-00, and u =

v + EPu3, it follows that u e Hs's+2's+i, and inductively that

„ g jjs,2s-\-e,3s-2-e y2 g jjs,2s-l-e,3s-2-e u3 ^ jjs,2s-\-e,3s-2-e .

Epu2, {Epu3)2, (Epu3)3 €#M-i.25+i-«,a*-i-e#

AlSO,   V eHs'°°'°° , V2 G //^.2i-l-£,oO) v3 g ^,2s-l-£,35-2-£

By the analysis above, since the set G corresponds to the location where mi-

crolocal bounds on the singularities were obtained, we have the better estimate

„,3 p zfs,2s—1— c,3s—3/2-£
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Also, Theorem 2.7 yields

v(EPu3)2 e fl*-1"'*-1-1,    v2(Epu3) e #*.2*-i-«,&-i-«.

Finally we conclude that EP(v(Epu3)2) £ Hs+1>2s+2-e>3s-e, Ep{v2(Epu3)) £
Hs+l'2s+l-e-3s-e , EP((EPU3)3) £ /P+2,2s+3-£,3*-£ _

Now, £jSt;3 e fl»+i.2»+»-«.3»-i/2-«> and the bounds from below on the

Fourier transform of pv3 yield pv3 $ H*~y2~e+S for any S > 0. It fol-

lows easily as in [1] that Epv3 </. H^,~l/2~e+s .

Since

u = v + Epv3 + 2>Ep{v2{Epu3)) + 3Ep(v(Epu3)2) + Ep(Epu3)3,

overall,

u-(v + Epv3) 6 Jp+».*+»•*-«.

Thus, u-(v+Epv3) £ H^fe(T), where T represents the point {t, x, y; t , ft ,

ft) = (0, 0, 0; 1, -1, 0). Since v £ H™,(T), and we have seen that Epv3 <£

H*-xl2-°+s{T), it follows that u i fl£"I/2-"^'(T).

Our proof also shows that the interaction of the singularities conormal with
respect to the pair {y = 0}, {x = y = 0} is in itself responsible for the appear-
ance of nonlinear singularities.

Corollary 10.1. Let s, P, u+ and it- be as in Theorem 3.1. Let v = it+ + fi_,
and suppose that u solves Uu — Pu3, u\t=o — v\t=o, ut\t=o = vt\t=o- Then u
has new singularities on the surface of the light cone, and in particular, u £
H*-1/2-a+s(r,r,0;x,-x,0), r>0.

Proof. The microlocal analysis of Pv3 above, on a neighborhood of {(t, x, y)
= (0,0,0)}, yields new singularities for Epv3 on the corresponding null-
bicharacteristic by Hormander's Theorem. The remaining terms in the expres-
sion for u are strictly smoother microlocally over {(?, x,y) = (0, 0, 0)},
and hence, again by Hormander's Theorem, are strictly smoother on the null-
bicharacteristics.

11. Multiplication of conormal distributions

In the previous sections, we demonstrated that for certain conormal initial

data, a spreading of singularities can occur compared to the corresponding linear
problem. In what follows, we analyze conditions for which no new singularities
appear. This section contains results on the multiplication of conormal distri-
butions, which will be needed for this analysis. The proofs involve standard
arguments. For details, see Holt [9]. Similar arguments appear in Rauch-Reed

[14].
The following result treats microlocal regularity of the product of two conor-

mal distributions, away from the wavefront sets of the two distributions. Regu-
larity of type HSl and HSl in the original microlocal directions yields regularity
of type Hs,+S2 in the directions due to interaction. This contrasts with Rauch's

Lemma, where the distributions are not necessarily conormal, and the microlo-
cal regularity is HSi+S2~"/2~e in the new directions. Similar results in a different
context appear in Rauch-Reed [14].
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Theorem 11.1. Given w, e HSi(R") conormal with respect to x,> = 0, i = 1, 2,

then Uiu2 £ H^1, away from the wavefront sets of Ui and u2 •

Proof. Although the theorem is true for m, a function of n variables, it will be

demonstrated in R2, since the R" case can be easily reduced to the 2 variable
case.

Since ux £ HS'(R2), {£)s'u £ L2. Since ux is conormal with respect to

*i = 0, (ft)fc«i € L2 for any k > 0. So without loss of generality, Ui can be
regarded as being of the form

,w " tern*'
with f £ L2 , and for k as large as we want. Similarly,

a w -     g®

with g £ L2 . We wish to show that *(ftwiW2 € HS>+S*(R2), for*(ft) a cut-off
function with conic support where ft ^ 0 and ft ^ 0, i.e.,

We have

ytfXO^uf&tf) = y^)(ftiI+^ /_f^-^(r,)dr,idr,2_
ZWW      m«2W     *ICJW       7 <&-ifc>*<ft-*>*<*)*<%)*■

To show that the above function is in L2, we will use the following property

(see e.g. [4]).

Lemma 11.2. Let w(ft) =JF((, ij)f(Z - n)g{rj)dn, where f, g £ L2. Then
IMI2 < c||/||2||g||2. os long as F can be written as a sum of finitely many
functions Fj with

sup / \Fi\2 dn < 00    or    sup / \Fj\2 dn < 00.

So to show that x(€)(€}S[+SiuTu~2(€) € L2, we apply the above lemma to

w(Z) = x(Z)(Zyi+S2W2(Z) = fF(i, ti)f{Z - n)g(n) dn, where

x(Z)(Z)Sl+S7

f"(f'^ = (ft-»72)* (ft-*/i>*'<»?i )*<%)*■

A straightforward argument demonstrates that

sup / \Ft\2 dn < 00,

as desired,   a

The following result treats the microlocal regularity of the product of a dis-
tribution with a conormal type singularity and a distribution with a singularity
not of conormal type. The two distributions are singular in different microlocal

directions. In the "wedge" generated by the singular directions on the Fourier
Transform side, the regularity is JJSx+S2~ll2~s. Note that there is a loss of 1/2,

rather than n/2 as in Rauch's Lemma. In the other microlocal directions, the

product is C°°. The proof uses an argument similar to the one used in the

above theorem.
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Proposition 11.3. Let v £ HSi(R") be conormal with respect to a hyperplane,
Si > 1/2, s2 > 0. Let w £ Hsi(Rn) be such that n{H^F(i>) nTI^WFiw) = 0.
Then

(a) *#,(<!;) (ft*1+,S2~1/2-£^ £ L2, where Kx is a conic set in closure {l\WF{v)

+ niWF(w)), such that Kx nU^WFiv) = Kx nUiWF{w) = 0.
(b) *Ar2(^)(<^)mwuJ e L2, Vw > 0, where K2 is a closed conic set contained

in the complement of closure (Hj WF{v) + Ii^WF(w)).

Remark 11.4. For v and w as above, if l\WF{w) is the ray {ft > 0, ft =
• ■ • = ft = 0} , then since in general l\WF(v) is the line {ft ^ 0, ft = • • • =
ft = 0}, the "wedge" is closure (H* WF(w)+YlilVF(v)). Rapid decrease holds
for vw outside the upper half-plane {(ft , ft, 0, ... , 0) : ft > 0, (ft , ft) ^
(0,0)}. If v is further assumed to satisfy Y^WFiv) = {ft > 0, ft = ■ • • =
ft = 0}, then closure (Tl^WFiw) + I^WFiy)) = {(ft , ft, 0, ... , 0) : ft >
0, ft > 0, (ft, ft) # 0}, so in this case vw has rapid decrease outside this
quarter-plane.

The next result concerns a product, as before, of a conormal and nonconormal

distribution, but with wavefront set in the same direction. Here the microlocal
regularity away from the original direction is again ff^+s2-i/2-e -j^g proof is

once again similar to those above.

Proposition 11.5. Let v £ Hs'(Rn), sx > 1/2, be conormal with respect to the

plane Xi = 0. Let w £ HS2(R"), s2 > 0, be such that I^WFiw) c {<!; :
|(ft, ... , ft) I < e|ft| for small e, ft > 0}. Then away from the ft axis {i.e.,
K is a cone in R"\0, K\-\U^WF{w) = 0, Knl^WFiv) = 0),

XK(tmSl+S2-l/2-evw £ L2 .

Remark 11.6. Note that Proposition 11.5 includes the case of I\^WF{w) in

the positive ft direction and Y\^WF(v) in the negative direction as a special
case. If Yl^WF{v) and Yl^WF(w) are both in the same direction, there is
nothing to check.

12. Nonspreading result

If, in §3, we had considered the linear solution v = u+ + v+ + V- , where the

first function is conormal with respect to {y — 0, x = y = 0} and the other two
conormal with respect to {x = 0}, instead of v consisting of the sum of two

functions conormal with respect to {y = 0, x = y = 0} and one conormal with

respect to {x = 0} , then no spreading of singularities compared to the linear
case would occur for u satisfying Ou — f(u), where / is a polynomial. We
begin by defining microlocal spaces which are tailored to the geometry of this
particular situation.

Definition 12.1. Define Ha'b-C'd as follows, after multiplication by a

C03O(R x R") cutoff function supported near (0,0).

(1) If AT is a small conic neighborhood of the ray R through (1, coi), co\ £

5"-1,then^(T,ft((T,ft)"tieL2.
(2) If T is a small tubular neighborhood of the line L through (1, co2) and

(-1, -co2), co2 £ S"'1, co2 / coi, then xr(r, ft((r, ft)6« e L2 .
(3) If B is a small conic neighborhood of a point (t0 , ft) in the open wedge

fl«i.±«2 between (1, ©1) and ±(1, co2), then Xb{*,Z)((t, £))c" £ L2 .
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I-H"

Figure 11. Spaces Ha'b'c'd

(4) If G is a small conic neighborhood of L, then XK\r(* > ̂ )((T > £))c" € L2 .

Moreover, if AT is a small conic neighborhood of (ti, ft) £ R3\B+(°l '±(U2 uJRu

Lu{0},then xG(r,m^O)du£L2.

We will consider these spaces for a and b small, c intermediate, and d
large. Thus the elements of H"'b'c'd will have restricted regularity near R

and L, and greatest regularity on conic sets avoiding the wedge generated by R
and L. Moreover, the intermediate regularity holds on a conic neighborhood
of L, as long as the tubular neighborhood of L is excised.

Lemma 12.2. If ux,u2£ Ha>b'c'd, then uxu2 £ Ha'b-c-d, i.e., Ha>b-C>d is an

algebra, for a > (n + l)/2, b> 1/2, a, b < c <d, c < a + b-1/2. (SeeFigure
11.)

Proof. Consider u,■, i = 1, 2, of the form

Uj = Uia + Uib + Uic + Uid,

where w,a is supported in a cone about (1, coi), (K),

Uii, is supported in a tube about (1, co2), (-1, -co2), (T),

Uic is supported in a cone about a point in the wedge BWl •±0>2, or

in a cone about L with a tube about L excised,

uici is supported in a cone away from the above directions, i.e., in G.

Notice that m,-j is conormal with respect to the plane perpendicular to the
line L.

UiU2 = UiaU2a + UiaU2b + UiaU2c + UiaU2d

+ UibU2a + UibU2b + UxbU2c + UibU2d

+ UXcU2a + UicU2b + UicU2c + UicUid

+ «l</"2a + Uldu2b + U-idUic -I- UidU-M .

Now, analyzing each piece separately, using Schauder's Lemma, Rauch's

Lemma, Proposition 11.3, and Proposition 11.5, we arrive at the desired re-

sult.
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Proposition 12.3. Let f be a polynomial, s > (n+l)/2, and let u £ Hs{(t, x):

0<t<T} satisfy

Du = f{u),    u\t=0 = v\,=o,    u,\t=0 = vt\t=o,

where v £ Hs ,Dv = 0,v = v+ + v- + it,v+ and V- are conormal with respect

to a plane {YlWF{v+) c {(t , ft : x > 0}, UWF{v-) c {(t , ft : x < 0}), and
it has UWF(ii) in a single direction, away from UWF(v+) and UWF(v-).
Then u £ ;/^>2*+i/2-*,°o.

Proof. We begin with u £ Hs>s<s>s t so f(u) £ Hs's,s>s by Schauder's Lemma.

E(f(u)) £ Hs+i's+l's+l's+i, since the forward fundamental solution E for □

acts appropriately on these spaces. Now, v £ £p.*.°°,oo_ since u — v +
E(f(u)), u £ Hs-s's+1's+l. Now assume that u £ Hs's'r>*, s <r<g. Then

f(u) £ Hs>s>r-8 by Lemma 12.2, as long as r < 2s - 1/2. So E(f(u)) £
Hs+\,s+i,r+i,g+i m Therefore, u £ Hs>s'r+l>*+1.

Continuing, by induction, we obtain u £ #*>*.2s-i/2-*,2j-i/2-« Then, by

induction, assume u £ /j*.*.2»-i/2-«.f t g > 2s- 1/2-e.   Then /(«) €
Hs,s,2s-l/2-e,g>mA E{f(u)) ejy*+l.*+».2»+«/2-e,f+l>so u e Hs,s,2s+l/2-e,g+l <

Continuing, we obtain u £ jp.s,3s-i/2-*,oo . Finally, f(u) £ h*'1'2*-1/2-'-00 ,
and E(f(u)) £ Hs+1's+1'2s+^2-e'00, so u £ Hs's'2s+l/2-e'°0 .

The microlocal regularity at {(t, x) = (0, 0)} again yields microlocal regu-
larity along the corresponding null bicharacteristics, by Hormander's theorem.

Corollary 12.4. Let u,v, f be as above. Then WF(u) c WF(v+) U WF (vJ)
U WF(u).

Thus, no additional singularities besides those present in the linear solution
v occur.

13. Interaction of tangential waves

Let u solve Ou = f{x, y, t, u). If u has conormal singularities on three
transversal characteristic hypersurfaces, then new singularities can arise on the
light cone over the point of triple intersection. This was shown in Rauch-Reed
[15] as well as Beals [2]. See Figure 12.

A natural question is, what happens if, at a later time, another characteristic
hypersurface carrying conormal singularities intersects the line (or curve) where

the light cone and an original hypersurface intersect tangentially? Therefore,
we consider the problem of a solution u with conormal singularities in the past

on two tangential and one transversal hypersurface.

Note that in Melrose-Ritter [10], the presence of new singularities on the light
cone arising out of the triple interaction with two tangent characteristic surfaces
is necessary for the predicted dense singularities arising from a finite number of
initial singularities conormal at a point. Melrose-Ritter also predicted that the
extra singularities have higher Sobolev regularity than the initial singularities.
In a related problem, Sa Baretto [17] studied the case of a solution conormal
in the past to a hypersurface with a swallowtail singularity (a more complicated

geometry than that considered here). He showed that the solution is conormal
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f<0 t=0 t>0

Figure 12. Nonlinear interaction of three planes

in the future with respect to the original hypersurface and the light cone arising
out of intersection of the cusps.

It is convenient to consider an operator of the following form: D = dydz -

d2 + yd2 - (m - l)dy and t = y + z. The characteristic hypersurfaces to be

considered are y = 0 and y — x2/4, which intersect tangentially, and z = 0,

which is transversal to the other two. Here the time variable is t = y + z, and Q
is strictly hyperbolic with respect to t on a neighborhood of 0. (At the origin,
the principal term in D = dydz - d2 is the usual D'Alembertian, after a linear

change of coordinates.) As is easily verified, the surface of the light cone over
0 for D is given by {(x, y, z): y(ez - 1) = (x2/4)ez} .

The three waves to be considered are conormal to the following surfaces:

Vi = z+ is conormal to z = 0.
v2 — y+  is conormal to y = 0.

Vt, = (^- -y)+_1/2 is conormal to y — x2/4.

Here the notation x+ means xH(x), where H(x) is the Heaviside function.
Notice that, for m > 0 an integer and D (for the corresponding m) as above,

Uvi = 0, /=1,2,3.
The following spaces will be useful in analyzing the regularity of the solution

u to Du = Pu3, P a Cq° function supported near 0.

Definition 13.1.

H5k{ M,k3&) = {" e A'ocCR3) n L^{R3) : d?d?(2dx + xdy)*u £ H^R3)

Vc, <k(, i= 1,2,3}.

Similarly,

Hkt,k2,k3 = I  \Hk{M,ki-
£>0

Notice that each of the vector fields dz, dx , and 2dx + xdy is tangent to

two of the hypersurfaces under consideration. Moreover, away from {x = 0} ,

these vector fields span  T(R3).   Also notice that vx £ H™^I2~{R3),  v2 £

<:S(R3)>andt,3eZ/-70>oo(R3).
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Theorem 13.2. If we consider the system of equations:

(Ul\   (   2   \
a   U2\ = \      °

"3 °        '

\u4/        \pUXU2UT,J

(UX\ /Vi\

u2 _     v2 \

"3   I I   V3 J
^ "4 / {r<0} V 0 / {,<0}

then ux - vx, u2 = v2, U3 = v^, and i>4 = Ep(yxv2vi) solves the system, and
«4 contains singularities on the surface of the light cone over the origin which are
not present in the solution of the corresponding linear problem. In particular, let

K be the surface of the light cone minus the original hypersurfaces:

K=Ux,y, z)\y(ez - 1) = ^-ez, y / 0, z # 0, y + ^J .

Then for Q a sufficiently small neighborhood of a point in K,

Ep Uz?y? (£-y) J  i H5m+3(Cl).

The following two sections contain some preliminary results followed by the

proof of the theorem.

14. Auxiliary results

Several regularity estimates will be useful in the analysis of the solution to

the system of equations.

The first lemma allows us to differentiate u4 using any appropriate deriva-
tives, and then add the total number of derivatives in determining the microlocal

Sobolev regularity on the light cone away from the original singular surfaces.

Lemma 14.1. Assume w £ Hsa b C(Q) for Q an open neighborhood of the surface

of the light cone over the origin, away from the original hypersurfaces y — 0, z —

0, y = x2/4. Then, microlocally near the conormal bundle to K = {(x ,y,z):

y(ez -l) = ^ez,y^0,z^0,y^ x2/4}, w £ Hs^a+b+c {N* K).

Proof. On K, x # 0, so {dz , dx , dx + (x/2)dy} is equivalent to {dz, dx , dy} .

Thus ((ft n,£)}sCaZbricw £ L2. The normal direction to y{ez - 1) = ^ez

is (-x/2ez,ez - 1, (y - x2/4)ez), and on K, ( ^ 0, n # 0, f ^ 0 since

x^O.z/O.y/ x2/4. So microlocally on N*K, |(ft n, f)| « |ft « |i/| * \Q .
Therefore, on this set

((ft, n, 0)smb\ri\c\C\aw « ((ft, n, 0>i+a+6+c«) e L2(R3).    D

Next, we need to know how the forward fundamental solution E interacts
with the defined spaces Hsk k k . As with the usual Sobolev spaces, the regu-

larity is improved by one.
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Lemma 14.2. Let E be the forward fundamental solution for D = dzdy — d2 +

yd2 -{m- \)dy and let P e Cq°°(R3) have support in t>c where t = y + z is

a time variable. Then EPw £ Hsk+\  k for w £ Hsk  k  k .

Proof. Let Ou = Pw , u = 0 for t < c, and let

N = (dz)k'(dx)k*(2dx + xdy)kK

Then

AJVk - [fl, N]u = Npw.

Note that dx and dz commute with D, while

[D, 2dx + xdy] = -dy(2dx + xdy).

It follows that

[D, (2dx + xdy)k>] = -k3dy(2dx + xdy)k>

and therefore

[€},N] = -k3dyN.

Consequently

(n + kidy)Nu = Npw £HS,     and   Nu = 0 for t<c.

So Nu e Hs+l by the usual energy estimate for the wave equation, and u £

Ht+\  t • But> by uniqueness of the solution to the problem, u = EPw .

The following lemma of Gagliardo-Nirenberg type is needed to show that

HI  ,   .   is an algebra. See for example [4].

Lemma 14.3. Let 0 < s' < s and suppose that w £ L°°(R3) f\Hs{R3). Then for

\a\ = s, it follows that Daw £ L25'5' (R3) and

\\Daw\\L^ < Cs,s-,n(\\w\\Loo)l-°''*(\\w\\H,y''s.

Lemma 14.4. Suppose w £ Hsk< ki tj(R3) for s>0. If f£ C°°(R), then f{w)

e^1>fc2lfc3(R3)- The same holds with H*k~Mk<&) in place of H^ ki M(R3).

Proof. We need to show that dk{dkl{2dx + xdy)k>f{w) £ HS(R3), i.e.,

Dad^d^(2dx + xdy)k>f(w) £ L2,

where k[ <kt, 1 = 1,2,3, \a\ = s, and Da stands for any derivative of order
k'   k' ^/

5. By the chain rule and Leibniz formula, Dadz'dx2(2dx + xdy)lcif(w) maybe

written as a sum of terms of the form

(1)       g{w)Da>dk"dk» {2dx + xdy)ki' (iu) • • • Da'"dk""dk2m{2dx + xdy)k*»{w)

where \ax\ -\-h \am\ = \a\, \kiX| H-h \kim\ = k\, i = 1, 2, 3 . First note

that dz'Jdxv(2dx + xdy)ki'{w) = Uj £ Hs, since w £ Hski ̂^(R3) • So we can

apply Lemma 14.3 to each factor Da'Uj and conclude that

DaiUj = f e L*IM .
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Therefore (1) has the form ga(w)fx ■■■fm with ga(w) £ L£. and f £ L^/M .

Consequently

\\g(w)Da'dk"dk2'(2dx + xdy)k»(w) ■ ■■Damdk^dk2m{2dx + xdy)k*"{w)\\Li

= (/(^(^)/r--/m)2)    < \\g{w)\\L- (J/?-&)

a\ l<*ll/« /    /• \  |am I A"] ll2

since ^ H-+ ^ = 1, using Holder's Inequality.  The last expression is
equal to

IIs(w)II/.<»II/iIIl*/i°,i •••ll/mlli*/i»mi ■

The proof for Hk~k k(R3) is similar.   D

15. Proof of Theorem 13.2

We need to show that there are singularities on the set K consisting of the
part of the surface of the light cone over 0 away from the original hypersurfaces,
and determine the regularity of these singularities. In what follows, c represents
some constant, which can be different each time it occurs. The proof is written
for m even. If m is odd, the proof is similar, except that the formulas for the

exponents of x and (^- - y) are slightly different.

,   2 .m-1/2

d3m+2(2dx + xdy)my? (^- -yj

,    2 N(2m-l)/2

= d3m+2(2dx + xdy)m-lcxy^-x \^T-y)

,   2 N(2»i-l)/2

= d3m+2(2dx + xdy)m-2  cx2y?~2 ( ^- - y J

.   2 N(2m-l)/2-|

+ cyr1(^-y)+

= d3m+2(2dx + xdy)m~2  cx2y™-2 I^- -y\

,   2 s (2m+l)/21+ ̂"-!(t-"X
(using). = -(i--y) + i-) .
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By induction, we obtain an expression of the form

/„2 X(2m-l)/2 /   , x(2m+l)/2

d3m+2(2dx + xdy)  cxm-ly+(^-y) + cxm~3y + f^- -y)

fx2      xO-3)/2n
+ --- + cxly+ [-^--yj

/Y2 \(2»>-l)/2

= d3m+2{2dx + xdy)   cxm+l H(y) ( ^- - y )

,   , v(2m+l)/2

+ Cx'»-IF(y)^-yJ

/   2 v(3m-l)/2"

+ ... + cxIff(y)(£--yJ

/r2 n(2^-1)/2 /    2 N^+I)/2

= aj^2  cx"1^) (j-y) + cxm8{y) (^ -yj

(x2       \(3m_1)/2"

+ --- + cx'(J(j;)f —-yj

= dlm+2[cxm+28{y)\xfm-X) + cxmd{y)\x\2m+1 + ■■■ + cxlS{y)\x\3m-1]

= cd0(x, y).

Therefore, d?+ld3m+2{2dx + xdy)mzyy™{£ -y)+~i/2 = cS0(x,y,z).

Now, Edy+ld3m+2(2dx + xdy)mz™y™{£ - y)+~l/2 = F, the fundamental

solution for D. To analyze the regularity of Ez+y™^ - y)+~i/2, we will

use the above analysis, and the fact that [d™+ld3m+2(2dx + xdy)m, D] = cdy ,

as shown in Lemma 14.2. Let N = d™+ld3m+2(2dx + xdy)m, and w =

^W(t - y)+~i/2. As is well known, F £ //,~£(fi) for any e > 0, but

F £ H^Q), if Q c R3 is any open set intersecting the surface of the light cone
over the origin. (In the coordinates t — x + y, s = x — y, so that the principal

part of D at the origin is d2-(d2 + d2), F is essentially    ,    c2      Xs2+z2-t2 -)

We need to show that NEw £ //°(Q), if Q is a neighborhood of a point in

K. Let Oil = pw , so that NUU = Npw . Then

DNU-[n,N]U = NPw,

so
(D + cdy)NU = Npw = cd0{x, y, z)

modulo more regular terms resulting from differentiating p . Then

NU = F' + G,

with F' the fundamental solution for D + cdy and G smoother than F'.

Therefore NU £ H{^(R3), NU i H°{Q.). Since U = EPw , it follows that

EPw £ fC+i:im+2tm(R3),EPw £ H^+13m+2JR3). In particular, since the

singularities of w locally on K are microlocally concentrated on N*K, as

before we have EPw £ H-£+3-e(Q), but EPw g H-£+3(Q.).
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